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4,396 Lnches Gain! !

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT

To date, in 1927, The TribuneDemocrat has carried 4,396
Inches MORE advertising than
for the same period last year.

BAPTIST CHURCHES
IN 58TH SESSION AT
CALVERT THIS WEEK

ELDER TAYLOR TO PREACH
AT BAPTIST CHURCH SUNDAY

CRIPPLED CHILDREN
, OF COUNTY CAN BE
TREATED BY STATE

News

$1.00 A YEAR

"AGAIN?"
JuST
mikcsiNG

W. C. Taylor, returned Mission- 1
ary from Brazil will preach at
the Baptist church Sunday at 11
a
. m., 2:30 p. m. and 7:30 p. m.
He is an able an interesting
speaker and one you will enjoy Commission Representative Here
31 Represented at Blood River
hearing. Everyone is cordially inMonday Urges Worthy ApAssociation; Officers Chosvited.
plications be Made at Once.
en Wednesday.

BUILDING IS OVERFLOWED;
TO CONTINUE THRU FRIDAY

4t-

The Tribune-Democrat is on
Its way toward its fifth consecutive year of advertising
and circulation increase
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paper"

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly

Always Growth

GEBERTSVILLE TO
HAVE 4-YEAR HIGH
SCHOOL NEXT YEAR
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DEMOCRATS BEGIN GIRL OCEAN FLIER
SPEAKINGS FRIDAY IS RESCUED AT SEA

REPUBLICANS IN
MEET SATURDAY

If This Is Poverty We'd All Like
o Be Poverty Stricken in Marshall

Elementary Schocls To Have Contests
Here Saturday Beginning at JO a.m.
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H. C. Dove,R F. D.4, Chester,
•
of
Gilbertspeople
by
the
a
played
with
fund
$5000
political
huge
S. C. "I had gotten to the
cousin Mr. Dave Davis last week.
hardly
could
I
where
place
certified check that will go to high school for the education of
•
Mrs. W. E. Alvey and son Leseat s th:ng—everything hurt
charity if he can't prove it. And hpir children is amide assurance sie is visiting in Sebree and Hen•
spells
•=t me. I Lad smothering
del son, Ky., this week.
•
was
I
and fell off 20 pounds.
In a bad fix.
•
A man must get a thing before
read of Black-Draught
.1
•
he can forget it—Holmes.
and decided to try it. I do i=
•
not believe that I would have
been living today had it not
•
been for Black-Draught. I had
•
gotten to where I only ate
milk and crackers, but after
taking Black-Draught I began
to eat and gradually got my
appetite back. I gained in
weight and felt better. I have
not had a bad spell of indigestion in ten months."
Thedford's Black-Draught is
prepared in a powder from
medicinal roots and herbs. In
4
use over 85 years.
TRADII MARK RICO.
Sold everywhere. 25 cents.
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Next time you
buycalomelask
for

•

•
•
•
•
•
• Quality Meets Your
•
Thedfordi__
• Price in Goodyears
•
UG
•
LAC for Constipation, •
Ihdigestion. Biliousnesq •
We can supply you with genuine,

alotatos

(-1ST

The thoroughly purified
and refined calomel combined with assistant and
corrective agents.

JEWELRY

Nausealess—Safe—Sure

•••

offoil$

THAT REFLECTS
GOOD TASTE
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Goodyear-built tires to fit your purse.
2PATHF
INDERS- if you want, known de-

am

•
•pendable quality at a low price. GOOD
YEAR ALL-WEATHERS if you want the
•
•finest and best. Each tire is a money sayer.Each is backed by the Goodyear guar•
•antee, and ours.
I I•
II
•
When you get your tires here
Ii
II
(on your wheels);
they come 0. Y. W.
not C.0. D.
—And reflect. A carelessly discarded cigarette-butt or match and you I I•
may. be "wiped out." Take out. a Geo. E I I•
Long policy for sure protection.
II
•
II
Benton, Ky.
•
•
Ii
•
•
II
o
Ii
Successors to E ly & Long

AT

A wide assortment of rarely
beautiful jewelry, sold at far
below the usual price.
Our selection here is much
more complete than you ordinarily find in towns the size of
Benton. And the Jewelry you
find here is just as late in style
as large city Jewelry stores.
HAVE YOU HEARD THE
CROSLEY RADIO?

II

We invite you to drop in our
store when in town and listen
to the various programs from
everywhere.

II

II
II

II
II
II
II
II

Strow Drug Co.

•

II

•
•
•

BENTON PIIITM

GEO. E. LONG
"IT'S RIGHT IF WE WRITE 17"
Office over Bank of Marshall County

"The Store of Personal Service"
KENTUCKY
BENTON,

Benton, Ky.
II

•
STATION•
•

• J. M. T1CHENOR & SONS:
•
•
Calvert City, Ky.
•
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Men's Fall
Suits-The men's department of our store is completely st
ed with all the newest and best styles in suits for men
young men; topcoats and overcoats, too, and of cow—
of the fittings and accessories necessary to the well (1 r
man's appearance. Best of all, these are all xery reasc
priced, giving you some of the best values in this cl:
merchandise )ou have ever seen.

Popularly Priced Suits sor•
Included in our stock are many new suits, from
the

pi
the largest manufacturing tailors in America. in
•
sell
fabrics:
ol
all-wo
favored
most
new styles, of the
and styled throughout. Theme are suits that will
young men for dress or school wear. Popular prices

$12.75

•

TIES

SHIRTS
White English Broadcloth,
Fancy Patterned English
Broadcloth and fancy domestic shirtings are the materials in the new Fall shirts
that come with collars attached and neckband styles.

98c, $1.50, $2, $2.50
OXFORAS
One of the best oxford
numbers in our complete
shoe stock is the "Friendly Five" oxfords, shich
may be had in either tan
or black calfskin, on a
semi-wide last, designed
along the style lines. This
shoe was designed for
durable, yet dressy wear
and lives up to the name
given it. The price alone
will sell it., for it is
known as the
Friendly

Fancy jacquardsti.Aps
I t
crepes in man.
hues are characteristic
the new neckwear. muc
which s as made by ('H
EY land that is the
Other popular priced
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refused to ask the governor for
help, though some advised him
to do so.
"No!" he said. "This case is
essentially simple and direct.
.:ither these men or guilty or they
are not. It needs no legal genius
to prosecute them. All that is reby Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
quired is a simple and honest
presentation of the facts. I am
A few months ago such results confident of the outcome."
would have been regarded as imAnd, though the defense talkpossible. Now, the public was by ed big, though Jordan, out on
no means appeased. It wanted bail and busy in New York, issued
Jordan and the rest punished. bombastic statements and threat,ened to sue John Ballard for liin the Not by fines — but by stiff senbel, the public believed fully that
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else,
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jail.
Nothing
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tates going to jail like any comthreatens save the indicted men.
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seriously Let him convict these men, it wa,1,3 on the shoulders of the men who
said on all sides, and there wt had profited by the conditions
no limit to the heights he mig'E that had brought it about.
scale. That political career of
And all the time, under Raywhich he had always dreamed tnond, the smooth, clever detecwas opening wide before him;
(Continued on page 7)
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If you want clothes of Character, Stability and Style at Moderate Prices—then come to us.
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The men's department of our store is completely stocked with all the newest and best styles in suits for men and
young men; topcoats and overcoats, too, and of course all
of the fittings and accessories necessary to the well dressed
man's appearance. Best of all, these are all very reasonably
priced, giving you some of the best values in this class of
merchandise you have ever seen.

Included in our stock are many new suits, from some of
the largest manufacturing tailors in America, in the popular
new styles, of the most favored all-wool fabrics; well made
and styled throughout. These are suits that will please
young men for dress or school wear. Popular prices are—

Quality Meets Your
Price in GOodyears
.
We can supply you with genuine,•
•
Goodyear-built tires to fit your purse.
.
PATHFINDERS if you want, kNown de•
.
•pendable quality at a low price. GOOD
•YEAR ALL-WEATHERS if you want the
-•
•finest and best. Each tire is a money sayby the Goodyear guar:9 er. Each is backed
,
-•
_•antee, and ours.
•
•
•
ri 0
When you get your tires here •
-•
(on your wheels); •
"• they come 0. Y. W.
•
- 5 not e. O. D.
•
•
•
-•
•
:

2

•

•

•BENTON FILLING STATION!
-•
Benton, Ky.
•

-•
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-•

M. T1CHENOR & SONS:
-• J.
•
Calvert City, Ky.
•
•

•
•
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HATS
White English Broadcloth,
Fancy Patterned English
Broadcloth and fancy domestic shirtings are the materials in the new Fall shirts
that come with collars attached and neckband styles.

98c, $1.50, $2, $2.50

Fancy jacquards, reps and
crepes in many Fall time
hues are characteristic of
the new neckwear, much of
which was made by CHENEY (and that is the best).
Other popular priced new
designs, too.

Here are the snappy hats
to wear with the new suits.
This season flat and snapbrimmed models are favored and the felts come in all
tan
and
grey
popular
shades.

$2.50, $3.50, $5

OXFORDS

SWEATERS

One of the best oxford
numbers in our complete
shoe stock is the "Friendly Five" oxfords, which
may be had in either tan
or black calfskin, on a
semi-wide last, designed
along the style lines. This
shoe was designed for
durable, yet dressy wear
and lives up to the name
given it. The price alone
will sell it,, for it is
known as the
Friendly

We have a complete
line of sweaters in coat
styles, Crow necks and
slip-overs in all colors.
All wool.
Priced from

$3.00 to $5.00

Fall for many reasons, is an ideal
time to build. For one thing, there's
less interference with farm work and
labor is unusually more easily procured. Many days during the fall are ideal
for building work.
Do your building and repairing
now so,that you will be in ship shape for
winter's storms. Remember this; every
day you put off repairing the greater
will be the depreciation of your property and the cost in the end. Consult us
freely on any building problem.

TreasLumber Co
BENTON

SOCKS
Socks for Fall also have
adapted fancy colorings
and we have a wide selection of these in a wide
range of prices.

DEPARTMENT STORE
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Bob
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plan would add to the tax burden day evening.
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith
of
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Myrtle
By
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On
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Alvey and
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Precaution Saves
Experienced motor car owners invariably have their cars
inspected and adjustments and small repairs made in the fall
—BEFORE severe winter weather sets in. This is a matter of
precaution for little things in warm weather cause grief in cold
weather.
Our new and latest type ecipfPment enables us to render
quicker, more efficient and ecki.Dmical service. Drive in.

Draffen Motor Company

Authorized Ford Dealers
CALVERT CITY, KY.

As the original
they were placed (
over four and o
ago.

I

As the mighty irrigation dam conserves and creates water
power to make barren land prosperous, so does this bank conserve and create wealth for the most economical and efficient
operation of your business, be it manufacturing, merchadising
or farming.
Many of this bank's services are rendered to you without
charge—safeguarding your funds, cashing your checks, bookkeeping, etc—yet your business is desired and appreciated.
For more than 37 years this bank has been serving and
growing. The reason is, we believe, conscientious care of every
customer's business.

Firestone Ballons
the leading low
made — thtY p
Safety, Comfort
-Race drivers wi
lives on no othc
will prove just as

Buy Firestone lk
present, very 1
stoat is complete

Draffen Moto

Ford Sales & Servi

Resources over $700,000.00
Solon L. Palmer, Cashier
J. D. Peterson, Pres.
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Murt Burkhart and wife. Thomas
Burkhart and wife, Turner Bell,
wife, son and daughter, Thomas
Bell and family, Willie Bell and
'if, :Sam Cunningham and wife,
Morgan Cox and wife and two
Charley Reid, wife and
James Cole and wife. George
daughter, Clay Reid and wife,
Waldrop, .Clark Wallace, Charles
Owen, Vel Cole, Farley Freeman,
Bob Holmes, Newt Estes and
Smith wife, Mrs. J. A. Bouland two
with

grandsons, Harlie and Rudy Bouland, Bertie Collie, Bill Coursey
anti wife, John Overby and daughter, Dorothy, Willie Overby,
wifeand son, Brocks, Oscar Derrington wife and daughter, Mary
Elizabeth, A. D. Bouland and
wife and two daughters, Thelma
and Elma, Mrs. King. All had
plenty of dinner with lots left
and all departed in the afternoon
wishing to enjoy many more such
days in life.
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Never before was • low-priced car so do'
lighrful to drive as today's Chevrolet!
... easy, smooth operation,..
Fast get-away.
high speed roadability ... unfailing power
... and flashy acceleration-exactly the type of performance that everyone wants in an automobile today!
And the source of this matchless performance is the famous Chevrolet valve-in-head
motor—a motor that has established•worldwide reputation for its remarkable power,
dependability and economy.
In addition, there is all the finger-tip steering, all the positive braking and effortless
gear shifting that have made Chevrolet so
decidedly popular for congested traffic.
Come in! One ride at the wheel of your
favorite model--and you'll know why millions have acclatimed today's Chevrolet as
the finest performer in the low-price field!
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Whitmer
Sophomore who wrote the best
theme on 'The Value of a Corn- school at La Center, Ky.
The lime bin has been completmunity Fair." Judge Joe L. Price
at Little Cypress and a car
ed
addressed the meeting of 40 men
of limestone has been put in
load
"The
and boys on the subject,
to
origin and interpretation of our it. The limestone is available
two
at
members
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lime
the
laws." His address was very indollars per ton and to non-members at .two dollars and twenty
five cents per ton.
Is a prescription for
The road to Little Cypress from
COLDS, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE, Sharpe is now all graveled. The
BILIOUS FEVER AND
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press was finished Saturday.
It Kills the germs.
The old time fiddlers contest

STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COURT
SQUARE
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will be held Saturday night 0c4
22 at the school building. Sandwiches and coffee will be served
the
by the Woman's Club of
for
be
will
school. All proceeds
school.
Sharpe
of
the benefit
A campaign for library books
is in progress for Sharpe high
school. An effort is being made to
increase the library to 100 volumes. Anyone having books they
can contribute please bring or
send them to the school at once.

The Get-Together club held its
club meeting October 14. This
club is doing much toward creating a fine school spirit and leadership among the students. The
following officers were elected .
President, Doyle Cross; VicePresident, Eltis Henson; Secretary, Pauline Biter; Sergeant at
Arms Leland Nanney.
Students on the honor roll for
past month are:
the
CHURCH SERVICES
— Novice Johnston.
Junior
Church
Benton Methodist
e — Eltis Henson,
Sophomor
Sunday, October 23rd, 1927
Kirks, Irene Clark, Edith
Rubye
Opening — Voluntary.
Jones, Lucille Ross.
Hymn, 180 — All Hail The PowFreshmen — Edna Ross, Regon
er of Jesus Name.
Johnston.
Reciting of the Apostle's Creed.
8th Grade — J. B. Johnston,
Prayer — Lord's Prayer in Jessie Jones, Arlie Keebler.
Concert,
7th Grade — Letha Ross.
Hymn, 208 — I Love Thy King6th Grade — Frank McClard,
dom, Lord. .
James Richardson, Laverne HenPsalm,
Responsive Reading
son.
143.
6th Grade — Blake Johnston
The Gloria Patri.
Johnston, Harry Henson and
Paul
New Testament Lesson —Rom Leslie Lee.
10th Chapter.
4th Grade — Pearl
Announcements and_Offering. McChesny Morris.
Special— A Wonderria Savior.
3rd Grade — Eura Mae Rosa,
Sermon — The Origin of the Dale Jones.
Sanctuary. 2nd Grade — Charles Henson,
Prayer — Audience Kneeling. Hesta Burkeen.
Hymn, 366 — Love Divine.
1st Grade — James Nimmo,
Doxology and Apostolic Bene- Vena Nimmo.
diction.
Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Morris of
EVENING
Detroit are visiting relatives in
Hymn, 167 — He is able to De- the county.
liver Thee.
A large crowd attended the
Hymn, 107 — Glory to His birthday dinner at Mr. Chas.
Name.
Clark Sundaq.
Prayer — Audience Kneeling.
Miss Rubye Harrison spent the
Scripture Lesson — Heti. 13: week end with her parents, Mr.
1-15.
and Mrs. Will Harrison.
Hymn, 197 — He is so precious
Miss Willie Harrison, one of
to Me.
our teachers, who has been out
Announcements and Offering. of school on account of sickness
Sermon — The immutable God Is rapidly improving.
—Our Protector.
Miss Ethyle Powell spent the
Hymn, 227 — I need thee ev- week end with her parents, Mr.
ery hour.
and Mrs. J. T. Powell at Palma.
Benediction
Miss Lurlene Marris visited
relatives at Hardin Monday.
Will you be subject to the disMiss Venus Oakley entered high
cipline of the church, attend up- school Monday. We are very glad
on its ordinances and support its to have her with us.
institution? This is the vow that
Miss Ola Jones visited Vida
every Methodist assumes upon Sins Sunday.
uniting with the church. And
why? Simply because it is im- BENTON WILDCATS DEFEAT
possible to have a church with- PAD. JUNIORS ON GRIDIRON
out it. The preacher, my friend,
does not make the church. NeithThe Benton Wildcats, composed
er does a fine building and cost- of lads from 12 to 16, defeated the
ly pews. The apostle certainly Paducah Bullpups here Sunday
recognized this when he sa
afternoon, 14 to 0. The game was.
the assembling enjoyed by a large crowd and
"Forsake not
yourselves together as the man- both teams of youngsters handled
ner of some is." Please think of the football surprisingly well.
this next Sunday when the
preaching hour arrives and be in
Tell me thy company and I will
your place.
tell thee what thou art—Cervantes.
CARD OF THANKS
JAS. B. ALLENSyVORTH
We wish to express our deepAttorney-ett-Law
est appreciation to all who so
Paducah, Ky.
our
us
since
kindly have helped
home was burned. May the rich- General Practice in McCracken
And Marshall
est blessings be yours is our
National Bank Bldg.
City
Office,
family.
prayer. Milburn Peck and
-

HEN you are ready to trade in
your present car for a new car, you
naturally want full value for your present car. But most of all you want full

W

It will therefore pay you to consider
varying trade-in allowance offers in the
light of these basic facts:
Your present car has only one funda1 mental basis of value: i.e., what the
dealer who accepts it in trade can get for
it in the used car market.

1

I Your present car has seemingly
different values because competitive
dealers are bidding to sell you a new car.
The largest allowance offered is not
necessarily the best deal for you.
Sometimes it is; sometimes it is not.
An excessive allowance may mean
that you are paying an excessive
price for the new car in comparison with
its real value.

4

First judge the merits of the new car
-J in comparison with its price, including all delivery and finance charges.
Then weigh any difference in allowance
offered on your present car.

"STAN DAR D" F
As the original Balloon Tire
they were placed on the market
over four and one-half years
ago.

is the right motor oil
for FORD cars and trucks

Remember that you are making a
purchase—not a sale. You are buying a new car and simply using your
present car as a credit against the new
car's purchase price.

Immediately they were adopted
my motorists everywhere with
the same enthusiasm that .has
greeted all other Firestone Tires
for the past quarter century.

ty irrigation dam conserves and creates water
barren land prosperous, so does this bank conwealth for the most economical and efficient
ur business, be it manufacturing, merchadising

W

on, is carefully compounded
and of the right weight. It giVes
YOU full power, less carbon and
freedom from costly repairs.
And it maintains a film on the
transmission drum that holds up
under pressure and keeps bands
soft and pliable.
THIS

Firestone Ballons remain today
the leading low-pressure tires
made — they provide utmost
Safety, Comfort and Economy.
Race drivers will trust their
liver on no other tires. They
will prove just as dependable on

is bank's services are rendered to you without
arding your funds, cashing your checks, bookt your business is desired and appreciated.

E publish this message, believing
that the public is entitled to have
all the facts. And we invite you to send
kr the facts about General Motors
products by using the coupon below.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

an 37 years this bank has been serving and
ason is, we believe, conscientious care of every
ess.

INCOMPORATILD IN IKENTA./CKY

Buy Firestone Balloons at their
present, very low prices—our
stock is complete in all sizes.

"STANDARD"
MOTOR OIL
CROWN
STANDARD

"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"

BENTON,

Resources over $700,000.00
Solon L. Palmer, Cashier
Pres.
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at the World Is Doing

Mrs. G. A. Bailey and Mrs
Emma Foust returned home Wednesday after spending several ,
days in Bowling Green with rel-'
elves.
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"where savings are greatest"
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COME! BUY! SAVE!
Feather Ticking
Outing Flannel
Extra Heavy
Low Priced
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10c
"Belle isle"
Muslib

O
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LOOK! WHO WANTS IT?
s$30 In Gold To Be Given to Democratic
Precinct Workers
The Tribune-Democrat will give three prizes—$15, $10
and $5—to the Democratic precinct workers who get the largest percenntage of voters in their respective precincts, for the
State and County Democratic Ticket in the November election.

ROM
Mastration$
and Oppyfree°"'

THE TRIBUNR-DEMOCRA1

To enter the contest you will only be required to get a
complete list of the Democratic voters in your precinct and
bring them to the Tribune-Democrat office not later than
November.
In case there are two or more workers in one precinct
we suggest that they agree on a plan by which the poll can
be made jointly and divide the prize.
Should two qr more precincts get the same percentage
the prize will be divided equally.
It is our intention to have one or more workers in each
of the 25 precincts in the county enter the contest.
Judge H. H. Rayburn, Sheriff Harry A. Miller and A. N.
Duke will award the prizes after the November election.

10c yd.
Cotton Batts
72 x 90

79c
Cheviot Shirting
Big Value

35c
Comfort Challles
Painty Patterns

Saturday.. October.Atth, with 14 agents which produce distab
members psestrk,iftible rna44f$4, In pronadapy a new,seater
from 11 chapter 9( Mathew, col:
lections 95 rients. About 3-o'clock
the guests were invited to the
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Fasheen Prints
See These!
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or and 36 inches wide. Yd.885 stores—Yard-

14c
Dress Gingham

gency as death, the immediate
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Rayon Alpaca

Bloomers
Double
Here Is a value which the
One of our grade which we thrifty
women or miss just
recommend very highly.
able to resist. All
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Priced at—
wanted colors. Only-

$1.29 pair
A Good Buy

49c
Satinette
36 inches Wide

"Wizard" Sheets
A dependable quality at this A fabric women who sew can
economical price, 81x90.
use in many ways, all colors.
OnlyYard-

85c
"H ▪ C• S▪"
Our Own Ginghams

39c

"Rondo" Percale

Exclusive With Us
Such values' An assortment A fine quality Mere, Pongee.
, of plain colors, baby checks select material for sevet al
Yard. r.k.ases at this price.
and fancy patterns.

16c
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family
he

necessarily

23c
Pillow Cases

must

relieved

of all the many responsibilities of funeral ar-

Nation Wide
Neat Patterns
Buy all you • want at this You can't buy better cases
than these atsmall price. Only_

8c yd.
Cotton Blankets
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John T. Midyett was in Hardin Green, Saturday. October 2'
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day week.
be used. Its most important
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Chandler vital use, however, is for d
of Benton Route 9, were visitors ing and cooking, and most
in Benton Wednesday afternoon. portant of its qualities are
W. E. Sledd, of Route 2, was a of healthfulness and safety.
business visitor in Benton Thurs- desirable that the water be
day morning.
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Antitoxin to Curb Measles
and Aid in Cure

son,

Morgan & Heath Or burial

Am... wasmrs

.

rangement.
In a quietly

efficient

manner with a degree of
perfection

)

that

leaves

no detail overlooked, we
have won the confidence
of those

we serve and

those who see us serve.
The firm that has had 15
years of experience in
Funeral Directing.

MORGAN AND
HEATH
Funeral Directors and
Embalmers
$ENTON,

KY.

an ,exi
ply, or improving
supply, great care should b.,
en to locate, construct, snd
ate the supply so that no h
or animal filth cap in an
enter it and'pollute 'the watt
States
The
United
Health Service has issued a
tin on Good --water for
Homes, which contains h
advice in protecting the
supply of farm homes fro
lution. Anyone desiring a co
this publication, should wt..
the Surgeon General, U. S.'
tic Health Service Washi
D. C.. and ask for a copy 61
lie Health Bulletin No. 70.
Construction of a modern
and tourist camp on Pi
1outitain at Cumberland (
,nder consideration by e
,sts who have made a sum
he-, disteict.
The Middl
Three Sttites sa3 s tourist
through the Cep is stead.
constantly increasing in vol
Cleanliness of body v.ai
esteemed' to proceed from
reverence to Cod, to socie'.
to ourselves—Bacon.
A cheerful temper joined
Innocence will make beau
tractive, knowledge
deti
and wit good natured—Add
To receive honestly is th
thanks for a good thing —
Donald.
All human things hang
slender thread; the strong
with a sudden crash—Ovid.
Sleep, riches and heal
only truly enjoyed after
been interrupted—Richter.
All life needs for life is
hie to will—Tennyson.
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Putting Fruit to Sleep

Tiny Phone for Deaf Hidden
within the Ear

As a substitute for cold storage, an
professor has been attempting
Almost entirely concealed. an electric English
preservation of fruits imply by keeping
the
headband,
no
has
deaf
the
for
aid
the air of the room in which they are
placed at exactly the same temperature
and degree of humidity.
The effect is said to be a state of toes
pidity, halting decay. Apples stored by
this method were found to be in good
condition after four months, according
to reports.

receiver being worn within the ear and
the transmitter hidden under the clothing. About the only part of the apparatus, visible when it is in use, is a
portion of the small black cord leading
to the receiver, most of which is also out
of sight but securely held in place.
Stituid gathering and amplifying chamlers in the transmitter, which is only
one-fourth of an inch thick, are shaped
to prevent distortion of tones.
• • •

The paper fly trap shown here is efflcient, easy to construct, inexpensive and
may be burned after it is filled with flies.
It consists of a cone made of heavy wrap..
ping paper. A small hole is left in the
pointed end. The cone is trimmed even
at the base and doorways peovided as
shown.
A tab, coated with sirup to attract the
the., is glued about halfway between the
top and bottom on the inside, and glue
is brushed around the outside on a line a
abort distance below the tab. A paper
bug of suitable sue is placed over the
cone and its opening pressed against the

Antitoxin to Curb Measles
and Aid in Cure
Discovery of a measles antitoxin which
Can be used both for preventive ..and
curative control of an epidemic, recently
has been announced by the American
Medical association. Doctors N. S.
Ferry and L. W:Fisher of Detroit, Mich.,
found the organism that causes measles.
From the soluble toxin it produces:. the
antitoxin ;14 derived in large quantities
through the use of horse serum. A blood
aerum frceu convalescent measles.'patients has already been employed with
wane degree of success as a means of
prevention

ring of glu , to hold it in place. It is abs
vious that the flies, attracted by tIsa
strup, will enter the doorways, pais
through the small end of the cone and
are then unable to escape.

bonds, or other securities than as
so stated bir him.
JOE T. LOVETT
Sworn to and subscribed before
me this 17 day of October 1927.
B. L Trevathan, Notary Public
My commission expires, August
10th. 1921.
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Bloomers
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recommend very highly.
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$1.29 pair
A Good Buy
"Wizard" Sheets
A dependable quality at
economical price, 8Ix90
Only—

Here Is a value which
thrifty women or miss
won't be able to resist.
wanted colors. Only—

the

just
All

Satinette
38 inches Wide
A fabric women who sew Can
use In many ways, all colors.
Yard—

"Rondo/9 Percale
Exclusive With Ijs

An assortment A fine quality Mere, Pongee.
Such values'
of plain colors, baby checks select material for
several
and fancy patterns.
Yard. D.cases at this price.

LUMBERJACKS

Friday and Saturday

All wool, Big
Plaid pat,
n i t$
terns.
bottoms, 2
All
pockets.
sizes.

Boys' Slicker.,
Raincoats

ItS0

A PROGRESSIVE
STORE
FOR A
PROGRESSIVE
CITY

WE DO NOT CARRY SECONDS OR
SUB-STANDARDS
OF ANY KIND AT
ANY TIME.

Well made, Rainproof green
Slickers and Black
Rubber
Costa
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GILLETTE
BLADES
Genuine GIll• tts
Safety Ramer Blades, 6 to •
package --
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hicken sandwiches and ice tea
were served. The next meeting
will be held with Mrs. Wallace
Green, Saturday. October 22nd.
The members will take their
lunch and spend the day quilting,
'he quilt that is going to be given
to the person holding the lucky
number.
Mrs. Redic Pace and son,
Dwight, who have been spending
the summer months ,with home
folks and relatives near this
place left Friday, October 7th,
for Detroit, where they will join
Mr. Pace and make their home.

John T, Midyett was in Hardin
on business Thursday.
Miss Mary Lyles left Tuesday
for Clinton and Arlington. She
will attend the district conference of the Woman's Missionary
Society at the former place and
will visit Rev, and Mrs. J. T. Bagby and family at Arlington. •
Will Williams, of Benton, and
J, R. Starks, of Hardin, are in
Louisville this week representing
the Benton and Hardin Masonic
Lodges at the Grand Lodge of
Kentucky.
Mrs. Guy Owen and Mrs. Burn
Simmons left Monday for their
home in Morehouse, Missouri, afWater is necessary to life Watter visiting their parents, Mr. and er free from disease-producing
Mrs. S. L. Morgan here for sev- agents is necessary to health.
eral days.
With the exception of the method
You will - find %mad lights and of disposing of human excreta,
repairs, carbide and loaded shells the farm water supply has generat Morgan & Heath's.
ally a more important bearing on
County Agent and Mrs. H. E. the health of the household than
Hendricks left Wednesday night any other single detail in daily
for Lexington where Mr. Hend- life.
ricks will attend the state conWater is used for many purvention of county farm agents poses on the farm. As far as posand take a three day vacation. sible it should be suitable for all
They will return to Benton Mon- the purposes for which it is to
•
day week,
be used. Its most important and
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Chandler vital use, however, is for drinkof Benton Route 9, were visitors ing and cooking, and most imin Benton Wednesday afternoon. portant of its qualities are those
W..E. Sledd, of Route 2, was a of healthfulness and safety. It is
business visitor in Benton Thurs- desirable that the water be clear
day morning.
and cool, that it have no objecFor electric supRIles, telephone tionable odor or taste, and that it
supplies, search lights, pocket be free from any excess or minknives call on Morgan & Heath.
eral substances which make it
The Church Grove community hard and unsuitable for washingi
club met with Mrs. Pee Haltom, It is essential thnt it be free front
Saturday.. October 45th, with .14 agents which produce siiseitav.
members vezyztp.41413)ble rela44tt,0 In protitting a olv4 iwater el
from 11 chapterlf Mathcw, col- ply, or improving an existing
lections ,915 c,enta. tout 3-O'clock supply, great care should be ta
the 'guests were invited to the en to locate, construct,,and Opel
dining room where a luncheon of ate .the supply 80 that no hurnak
or animal filth eao in any waif
enter it anepollute 'the water.
States1 PublO
United
The
Health Service has Issued a bull*
tin on Good water for Fara'
Homes, which contains helpful
advice in protecting the water
supply of farm homes from pollution. Anyone desiring,a copy of
In such a trying emerthis publication, should write to
the Surgeon General, U. S. Pubgency as death, the imlic Health Service Washington,
mediate family must
D, C., and ask for a copy of Public Health Bulletin No. 70.
necessarily be relieved

In a quietly efficient
manner with a degree of
perfection that leaves
no detail overlooked, we
have won the confidence
of those we serve and
those who see us serve.
The firm that has had 15
years of experience in
Funeral Directing,

Construction of a modern hotel
and tourist camp on Pinnacle
Mountain at Cumberland Gap is
under consideration by capitalists who have made a survey of
the, district. The Middlesboro
Three States says tourist travel
though the Gap is steady and
constantly increasing in volume.
Cleanliness of body was ever
esteemed to proceed from a due
reverence to God, to society and
to ourselves—Bacon.
A cheerful temper joined with
innocence will make beauty attractive, knowledge delightful
and wit good natured—Addison.
To receive honestly is the best
thanks for a good thing — MacDonald.
All human things hang on a
slender thread; the strongest fall
with a sudden crash—Ovid.
Sleep, riches and health are
only truly enjoyed after having
been interrupted—Richter,
All life needs for life is possible to will—Tennyson.

29c
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V OUTLI pe a the heaviest toil In animal automobile fatalities. From.;
five to fifteen y'sars Is the period when the et-worst nnniher of fatal
a cc!dents oecur. for both sexes. '1'I e 'hart sho wit the age distribution of
autonwhile 114'11.111i for tnen and %omen ss given it the latest mortality
figures prepared by Its gv‘erriment. These figures. Rays the Stewart'
Warner Kafety routocil for the prevention of automobile accident*
emphasizes the-neva for itiore playgrounds and Increased safety educe.
schooi children.
Hon
Complete statistics are not possible, as only 85 per cent of the
United States keeps mortality records. About 22.000 a year Is general),
conceded to be the aroma; riumber of automobile fatalities. For 8.02I
males known to hav• been killed In One year there were only a till' d
as many WM-Titan. or 2,A45. In spite of the fact that the male population
is only 4; per reht rrratPr than the ••-•-•in

beto r
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Rayon Alpaca

All Wool Boys'

Hundreds of Wonder Values Throughout the Entire Storel

I

of all the many responsibilities of funeral arrangement.

Nation Wide

Neat Patterns •
Buy all you • want at
small price. Only-

t the largts, for th,
mber elec-

WE OPERATE 32 ('ASH DEP A RTMTNT STORES IN 32 CITIES

• • •
Fly Trap Made of Paper
Is Efficient

e caption. re- the books of the company as trus)f August 24, tees, hold stock and securities in
section 44:1, a capacity other than that of a
Regulations, bona fide owner: and this Hifierse of this ant has no reason to believe that
any other person. association, or
corporation has any interest diaddresaand
in the said stocks,
. editor. man- rect or indirect
JOS in esS manr, Joe T. Lov-ditor, Joe T.

5. $1'.

aa
There are now 14 purebred • It is not well to have an open reau entimats that the population cotton gins at Hiskman began
this
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per
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The
time
July
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full
320,100
of
Louisville
counten-up
locked
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and
don;
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Cou
Jersey bulls in Webster
year is reported in the Hickman
1, last.
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Big assortment
patterns, attached
lars, also separate
neckband styles..
full and roomy.

new
coland
Cut

MEN'S SILK TIES
Choice of many selected patterns in
and
dots, strips
fancy
figures _
COMPLETE

MEN'S

DEPARTMENT

ON MAIN FLOOR

Fine Woolen Mixtures in the
Latest Fashioned English Models
Small Boys Overcoats

Fall Union Suits
Si... 36 to 46
Made of good grade cotton,
long sleeves, ankle length.
Ecru color.

Men's Bath Robes
Combinations of blues,
tans and reds. Pockets
and sleeves trimmed
with Cord; large
shawl
collars..

$4.95

Athletic Union
Suits
Made of cross barred
Muslin, good quality.
All sizes, knee length,
elastic
back..

49c

Silk Hose
Pure Thread Silk,
sizes 9% to 11 1i. All
Rewanted colors.
enforced toe
and heel

49c

,71 BOYS'2-PANT
LONGIE SUITS
95
.95 Choice
-

Sizes
8 to 16 yrs.
A variety of
new Fall patterns to sefrom.
lect
Well tailored.
Comes in long
andshort
pants. Vest to
match.

Flannel Pajamas
two-piece style, silk
frog, trimmed novelty
striped, cotton falniel. All
sizes

98c

Ribbed Drawers
Winter weight, ankle
color,
length, ecru
shirts to match.
Sizes 36 to 46

69c

Men's Seam!...

Dress Sox
5 buckle front wide
side pockets, Corduroy collar, leather collar strap.

Fine quality lisle
in black, cordovan
navy a n d grey.
All sizes.
Pair

Full run of sizes—
staple and
New
patterns.
novelty
Cashmere and worsted materials.

A Real Complete Work Clothes
Department on Main Floor
SHEEPSKIN Soft fleecy

Ing with fleece sP
collar and wide
pockets. BELTlirnoaL

ED.

Made of good heavy grade Sateen;
Full cot novelty trimmed .
HEAVY

RAYON SLIPS

Wide double hem, heavy
grade — assorted colors

Men's Dress and
Work Shoes
black
Brown and
calk high shoes,
some with composition soles. Sizes 6
to 11.

Coats of fine
Velours.
suedines, Plaids, Novelty
'abrics!
EVERY COAT WITH A
FUR COLLAR
Some have fur cuffs too.
All are lined and interlined. Newest Fall colors.

Tots' Coats
Falls
Fine
:oats of suede. vs?)
With fur collars. Well lined
and interlined.
Newest colors

no

Made of rubberized, waterproof materialiP
in Red, Blue,
and Green,
with 2 pockets

STYLES: Kid and Calf Bal and
Blucher styles, medium and broad
toe. Goodyear welt. sizes 6 to
11.

VO

Girls' Raincoats

es

Brown and
bal Oxfords
and high
black call
Shoes. New
styles Sizes
to 6.

95
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Mrs. C. E. Howard, of Benton,
was the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Kitty Pace last Wednesday.
Ray Trevathan who has been
In Detroit for a year, has returned to take charge of the Hardin
Mercantile Co., store.
Mrs. L. C. Starks was the guest
of friends in Paducah last Saturday.
Horace Smith and son, Horace
Clide were in Paducah Tuesday.
Miss Pansy Henderson, Route
2, was a visitor in Benton last
Saturday.
Tom Jones and son, Edwin, of
near Benton, were in this city
Saturday.
Victor Jones and sister, Mrs.
Ella Li!lard, who are in the Mason Hospital at Murray are convalescing.
Coy Watkins, of Paducah, was
in Hardin Sunday.
Homer Hartley, who now resides in Paduch, and a Miss Nelson were married Wednesday of
last week.
Joe Pace and Delbert Norwood
spent last Sunday in Paducah.
Miss Zula Irvan returned Saturday from Calvert City, where
she was the guest of relatives for
several days.
Mrs. Joe Gordon, of Denver
Colorado, is the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Hopkins, of Dexter.
J. V. Alford, Butler Cope, D.
E. Booker, John Lee, Buell Edmonds and others of this section
attended the Dairy Show in
Memphis Tuesday.
Mrs, Gertie Watkins, of Murray was the guest last week of
Mrs. Rebecca Starks and Mrs. J.
R. Starks.
J. R. Starks left Monday for
Louisville, where he attended the
big State Masonic meeting.
The Hardin postoffice will be

until]
visiting relatives near Gilberts- work at the shoe factory
Song -- Lela and Thelma.
December 1st.
Miss Essie Metcalf spent a-few
There will be a box supper at
Bro, Ira E. Cramer spent WedMrs. Amond Stringer and baby
days in Paducah visiting friends.
schoolhouse, Saturday night,
the
Mrs.
of Arkansas spent the week end nesday night with Mr. and
'
29. An interesting Hal
October
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Kennedy
Clark.
with her sister Mrs. Mason Ben- Berry Lee
being
is
planned.
program
relatives
loween
visiting
are
family
and
T. M. Anderson is spending a
nett and family
The students will be dressed in
of this place.
days with his sister at Har'ew
and Mrs. Marshall English
Mr.
their Halloween costumes. Come
CaliA. I.. Miles
and children of Calvert City, were din.
and share the fun
fornia.
of Mt. and
Mrs Allie Johnston is sick at
guests
end
week
the
The school is doing splendid
Mr. and Mrs. Vernie Kilpatrick
her home is improving.
Mrs. Richard English.
There has been a number of
work.
and
Lee
Dorothy
children,
and
Lex Dawes was in Paducah Fri- improvements on the inside of
Mr. Tom Noles continues ill at
Thomas Edward, from West Virday on business.
the building since school started.
ginia are visiting relatives near hie home near here.
was
Lilly
Paducah
Lewis
of
Sheriff
Noles
The girls have organized a
Deputy
Blanche
Miss
here.
week end with her par- in this community Frdiay after- Girl's Busy Working club. They
the
spent
M.
Lawrence
W.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Quite a few from here went bdmet kat Friday afternoon for the
noon.
w,ere in Paducah Monday on ents, Mr. and Mrs.. J. A. Noles.
fore the county Board Saturday
Franklin
time to do any real work.
D
first
J.
Mrs.
and
were
Mr.
Young
Tony
Mrs.
and
Mr.
business,
and accomplished what they have
and daughter Mala 'Nell were in Paducah Friday visiting Mrs. They are studying about the mafrom
Travis
Mont
Mrs.
and
Mr.
been striving for the last three
Paducah were in Gilbrtsville the Sunday guest of Mr. and Mrs. Young's parents, Mr. and Mrs. terial to be selected for school
years. We now have the four year
garments and the making and
Burgess Lindsey.
Alex Peck,
Monday visiting relatives.
high school at Gilbertsville and
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Nimmo and
Dubuque,
from
Smith
F.
G.
Larrice Edwards was in Padu- laundrying of them. Later, they
the preparation for the new
will take up food and its value
his son of Route 4, were visitors here cah Friday,
with
days
few
a
spent
Iowa
building is being made.
work out a plan for having
and
Saturday.
wife near here.
Miss Thelma Griggs returned
The Gilbertsville high school
one hot dish at school each day.
W. W. Wilson and daughter
attendplace
this
from
Several
home Saturday after spending the
boys played Birmingham high
ed the speaking at Benton Mon- Miss Josephine were visitors in past week with her sister at Paschool boys on Gilbertsville court
Benton Saturday.
day.
ducah.
Friday afternoon the scores being
Roy Lee, the small son of Mr.
of
J.
O'Daniel,
S.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
14 to 24 in favor of Gilbertsville.
Miss Etta Story, Dessie Salyer,
Paof
Anderson
Victor
Never Falai Never Fails!
Makanda, Ill., were the guests of and Mrs.
The Woman's Club is giving a
Story, Harry Story, attend- To Drive Worms From Children
Leota
last
injured
seriously
was
ducah
Sunday.
Riley
Mrs.
Gable
and
Mr.
chicken supper Friday night. Oct.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Miller of week when he was run over by ed the singing at Symsonia Sun- WHITE'S CREAM VERMIFUGE
28th, in the school auditorium.
day.
Destruction to the Worms
near Calvert City were the Sun- a truck. He was carried to the I.
The funds will be used for the
Harmless to tho Child
Mrs.
of
Lawrence
Fergerson
reports
last
at
and
Hospital
C.
day guest of Mr. And Mrs. T. C.
Price
35s joss bottle. Sold by
benefits of the four-year high
Paducah
was
here Sunday visitwas improving. Mr. and Mrs.
Miller.
school.
Drug Co.
ing
Nelson-Ford
relatives.
here.
resided
Eulas Metcalf, Bronson Moore, Anderson formerly
The Martwain Society will give
and
Dyke
Lee
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and Mildred
Prudy Lawrence
the following program in the
Birmingham daughters, Misses Ella and Mary
to
motored
Metcalf
school auditorium Monday mornLee of Route 9, were visitors here
afternoon,
Sunday
ing October 25th.
Saturday.
Lilbern Brindley and Miss Nina
Song — Sophomores.
Mrs. J. W. Miller of Paducah,
of Little Cypress were
Ward
Bible Reading — Carter Vickquietly married Saturday night was here Sunday the guests of
ers.
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Pete
at Metropolis.
Song — Mable Culp
English.
The worth of an automobile is demonstrated by its win100 inch string contest— MilMitte Katfierine Noles, of Padudred and Lena Belle.
cah spent the week end with her
ter performance. Cold weather heaps burdens upon a
Banjo Solo — Whitaker Heath.
mother Mrs. Frank Noles on
Autobiography — Mr. Walker.
Route 7.
The revival meeting closed here
Recitation — Ethel.
at the M. E. Church Saturday
Duet — Louie and Mabel.
Talk on Love — Aurela Lovett. night. Rev. Crews the pastor,
Prophecy of 1950 — Lela.
conducted the services and was
Reading — Laverne Moore.
assisted by Mr. Palmer of KirkOur church building is looking
Life of Sir Walter Scott — sey who led the singing. There
nice. It will be finished in a short
Carter.
were two conversions and five
time.
Cross questions and silly ans- additions to the church.
Azz Salyers and W. A. Skiles
wers — Mignon Vickers and BronMr. and Mrs. Grogan Notes and
motored to Paducah Tuesday on
son Moore.
daughter Martha Nell spent the
busineas.
week end with relatives at PaduMrs. Ode/Johnston is ill at her
cah.'
home here.
Miss Fanny O'Bryan returned
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Griggs,
to her home at Paducah Sunday,
George Dews and T. M. Anderson
after spending several days with were in Benton Wednesday.
her sister Mrs. Walt Chandler
George and Marion Dawes were
and Mr. Chandler.
in Paducah Thursday.
Mrs. Nina English and children
Is it ready for the gruelling use it will get this winter
Fred Titsworth was in this
of Route 7 spent the week end community Thursday afternoon.
with Mr. and Mrs. Pete English.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Long were
There are many adjustments that should be made before
Mr. and Mrs. Will Story and in Paducah Thursday evening.
Mrs. Elsie Hawley and son MarMiss Vada Long has quit her
cus were the Sunday guests of
relatives near Hardin.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Penny and
Let us tune up your motor and put everything
son Frank spent the week end
with relatives at Paducah.
in prime condition now. Prevention of damaMr. and Mrs. Walt Chandler
and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Chandges is less expense than repairing.
ler and daughters spent Sunday
with relatives at Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Lindsey
returned home Saturday after

moved soon to the handsome new
concrete building recently erect.
ed by H. Warren by the hotel. It
is needless to sey that our efficient post master L. C. Starks,
will be delighted at the change.
Mrs. H. I. Hughes, Miss Reign4a
Pace and Kelly Hughes were visitors in Murray Friday.

You Can't Feel Well When Kidneys
Act Sluggishly.
feel always tired, lame
and achy is too often a
sign of improper kidney action.
Wtv.-ri the kidneys act sluggishly, waste poisons remain in the
blood, and are apt to make one
languid, stiff and achy, with
dull headae.es, dizziness and
often nagging backache. A common warning that the kidneys
are not acting right is scanty
or burning secretions. Assist
the kidneys with Doan'.Pills.
Doan's, a stimulant diuretic,
increase kidney activity. Are
endorsed from coast to coast.
Ask your neighbor!

Arro-Lock offers the most economical
and satisfactory type of roofing and invites the most thorough investigation of
the property owner.

pens to be honest—an
case, he is after someth .
than anything you can
page 2)
—the governorship."
tive of the railway, men were
"He'll never get th
working to turn up witnesses who Jordan, with a laugh,
should be able to smash John
"I'm not quite so r
Ballard. It was not easy. Many of Gordon. "If he wins thi
the men who had been in the can get any office he
gambling house at Newton that go after—that I'm w
summer night had disappeared. of. Now—what I want
Some were dead. Others had gone whether there isn't
away—to the ends of the country, hole. The crux of this
some even abroad. Yet the trail see it, is the way you
was followed, doggedly, secretly,
ed the treasury of the
with a grim determination. For C. V., Jordan. Your del
it was becoming increasingly the road as too pot
plain that only some such pro- improvemepte that wo
cedure could defeat Ballard now. made this wreck itnpre
Jordan and Hardin, in confer- laws if it can be pr
ence with their lawyers heard the money was improperlytruth. Distinguished attorneys er illegally—diverted
were shocked by what they learn- intended for maintenar
ed.
"All the emphasis
"You've run wild, Jordan," one Placed on the other ph
great lawyer, a former judge of a attack," said Jordan.
high court, told him. "Man alive— clamor is because we'r.
why didn't you consult your law- to have known the
yers before you went 80 far? were dangerous and did
You've acted without the author"I know that," said
ity of your stockholders and dir- "That's one of the thi
ectors—you've laid yourself open Ballard's tactics I mo
to attack in a hundred ways."
That. is simply excelle
"How was I to know this inter- flage. He knows as well
fering demagogue would be in a and I know it very we
position to go after us?" growled is almost impossible t..
Jordan. "I've done only what I've a conviction on such
done a hundred times before — No— the real danger
what every man who controls tther count—wrongful
•
great properties has to do for of corporate funds. '
their protection and his own. real danger. 111arkliii
With all the laws the states and is where, when it corn .
Congress are constantly passinx they'll attack Us.
you have to find a way to get
"Ordinarily that w
things done."
comparatively trivial
"There are legal ways," said the woret, were condi
Judge Gordon. "Don't blame your mai, there might be an
lawyers if thyy can't save you !he return of certain
now. I'm disposed to Mow up the time, with public opini
case, and so I tell you frankly." up as it is, they will
"Wait a while before you do .hanee. Y( u will he co
that", said Jordan, with a grim entenced to prison. A
smile. "We haven't completely ing yo frankly. here an
I doubt very seriously
exhausted our resources yet."
"You can't influence this man to get you frees"
off as I'
.'te t
iltilhird." said Gorden. "He hap-

Only Buick has an eng
Vibrationless beyond be
UICK'S remarkable freedom from vibration is
primarily to three vitally important factors. Fr
the inherent smoothness of the Buick Valve -in six-cylinder engine. Second —rubber engine mount
front and rear. And third—the scientific and al
peact balance of the entire Buick crankshaft asset

B

Only Buick enjoys these advantages. And only
provides the silken performance—the unvarying sm
nes, at all speeds—the longer life and greater ser
ability of an engine vibrationle35 beyond belief.
Coupes *1195 to .1
Sedans 01195 to 01995
Sport Models $1195 to 01525
&If

.rnArr.

adsrif

orrr derrdirle. r

BUICKfor1928
FARMER-PURPOM BUICK

Opening the door

Murray, Ky.

to the hospitality
of the South

VIII si
rHIN BETT1R AUT014()5lIFS ARE BUILT. BUICK

LOUISVILLE'S newest and
finest hotel—located in the
heart of the theatre,shopping and business district.

'ihe reason

WALNUT as FIFTh

you use so much coal

is because you

actually get only about one-half the heat that ia generated.
The other half

Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidney.

Will Address the Voters

Fastas.MillaarszCo„8411.Cionia..Bufa1o.N.Y.

Arro-Lock shingles, when they are
properly laid as our men are trained to
do, continue giving satisfaction without
attention many years after other shingles
have had to be re-covered.
They do not rip, tear nor curl, they
are fire-proof and may be laid over your
old wooden shingles.

properly dry-cleaned and pro..
perly pressed do go a long way in adding natural beauty.
And cleaning prolongs the life of any garment.
You'll like our odorless process and our work
in general.
Clothes, when

A wonderful nass principle called the Hot Blast
DRAFT not only prevents loss of heat kut burns all
the gases that in other stoves escape unburned.
DOWN

E. C. SIMMONS Wilson Heaters are made for either
coal or wood.

In behalf of the Danocratic State
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near Gilberts- work at the shoe factory untill
December 1st.
Bro, Ira E. Cramer spent Wedbaby
and
Stringer
d
spent the week end nesday night with Mr. and Mrs.
ter Mrs. Mason Ben- Berry Lee Clark.
ily
T. M. Anderson is spending a
rs. Marshall Englisf, "ew days with his sister at Harof Calvert City, were din.
d guests of Mi. and
Mrs Allie Johnston is sick at
English.
her home is improving.
Lex Dawes was in PUducah Fri'oles continues ill at
day on business.
at here.
he Noles of Paducah
Deputy Sheriff Lewis Lilly was
k end with her par- in this community Fediay afterd Mrs. .1. A. Noles.
noon.
•
Mrs. J. D. Franklin
Mr. and M. Tony Young were
r Male Nell were in Paducah Friday visiting Mrs.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Young's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
dsey,
Alex Peck
rs. Louis Nimmo and
Larrice Edwards was in Padu4, were visitors here
cah Friday.
Miss Thelma Griggs returned
ilson and daughter
"lie were visitors in home Saturday after spending the
past week with her sister at Parday.
ducah.
the small son of Mr.
Miss Etta Story, Dessie Salyer,
ctor Anderson of Paseriously injured last Leota Story, Harry Story, attendhe was run over by ed the singing at Symsonia Sunwas carried to the I. day.
Mrs. Lawrence Fergerson of
and at last reports
ing. Mr. and Mrs. Paducah was here Sunday visitrmerly resided here. ing relatives.
Mrs. Lee Dyke and
lisses Ella and Mary
9, were visitors here

There will be a box supper at
the schoolhouse, Saturday night,
October 29. An interesting Halloween program is being planned.
The students will be dressed in
their Halloween costumes. Come
and share the fun
The school is doing splendid
work. There has been a number of
improvements on the inside of
the building since school started'.
The girls have organized a
Girl's Busy Working club. They
met last Friday afternoon for the
first time to do any real work.
They are studying about the material to be selected for school
garments and the making and
laundrying of them. Later, they
will take up food and its value
and work out a plan for having
one hot dish at school each day.
Tribune Ads bring reaulta.

Never Fails! Never Falls!
To Drive Worms Prom Children

WHITE'S CREAM YERMIFUGE

Destruction to the Worms
Harmless to the Child
Price 35c goer bottlg. Sold by
Nelson-Ford Drug Co,

The Test of Winter

". Miller of Paducah.
unday the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Pete
erine Noles, of Padu- f
he week end with her
.. Frank Soles on

RIGGS

pens to he honest—and, in any can," said Jordan, quietly. "Time
case, he is after something bigger is the most important thing you
(Continued from page 2)
than anything you can offer him can get for us just now Every—the governorship."
day that passes strengthens us
tive of the railway, men were
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Jordan, with a laugh.
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summer night had disappeared. go after—that I'm very certain "But this time Ballard won't have
Some were dead. Others had gone of. Now—what I want is to see much difficulty in rousing it business visitors in Calvert City
Saturday.
away—to the ends of the country, whether there isn't some loop- again, no matter how much delay
we
manage
to
get
when
the
actual
hole.
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crux
of
this
There will be an old time fidcase,
as
I
some even abroad. Yet the trail
dlers contest at Sharpe Saturday
was followed, doggedly, secretly, see it, is the way you have milk- trial begins."
lie's got the Sun to help him," night. Everybody come.
with a grim determination. For ed the treasury of the N. Y. and
C.
Jordan.
V.,
Your
defence,
said
Phil Hardin, "That's made a
that
it was becoming increasingly
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Dawes are
plain that only some such pro- the road was too poor to make lot of trouble — the way that planning to move to Paducah this
cedure could defeat Ballard now. improvements that would have blasted rag has got behind him." week
Jordan and Hardin, in confer- made this wreck impossible, col"Still — fight for time,' said
Rev. E. M. Buck filled his apence with their lawyers heard the lapses if it can be proved that Jordan, "That isn't the billy rea- pointment at the M. E.
Church
money
improperl
was
y—or,
rathtruth. Distinguished attorneys
son we need it. There are other Sunday morning.
illegally—
er
diverted
from
funds
were shocked by what they learnfactors. We are conducting cerMr. and Mrs. Todd Miller, Mr.
intended for maintenance."
ed..
tam n inquires—atid we are on a
I "All the emphasis has been warm trail. The Honorable John and Mrs. W. B. Manley, Mr. and
"You've run wild, Jordan," one
Mrs. Joe Staton, Mr. and Mrs.
great lawyer, a former judge of a Placed on the other phase of the Ballard isn't quite as stainless a Evans Rudolph, Elmer and Marattack," said Jordan. "All the character as his public record inhigh court, told him. "Man alive—
etta Dawes, Eulene Redden, Opal
why didn't you consult your law- clamor is because we're supposed dicates."
Tyree and Mary Rountree attendto have known the conditions
yers before you went so far?
"Wm!" said the lawyer. "I see. ed the singing at Symsonia Sundangerous
and did nothing." At
You've acted without the author- were
least—well, the less I know of day.
"I know that," said the lawyer,
ity of your stockholders and Oil.anything of this sort the better.
Jamie Vaughn and Dr. Eddieectors—you've laid yourself openi "That's one of the things about You understand, of course that I man were in Paducah Sunday.
Ballard's
tactics
I most admire, can
to attack in a hundred ways."
have no part in bemirching
Roxie Vasseur who has been
That is simply excellent camou"How was I to know this inter- nage. He knows as well as I do-- the character of a brother law- seriously ill is still improving.
yer— just because he happens to
fering demagogue would be in a and I know it very well—that
it be opposed to me
in this case." DEMONSTRATION FLOCKS
position to go after us?" growled is almost impossible to hope
for
CHAPTER XII
Jordan. "I've done only what I've a conviction on such a charge.
MUST BE REPORTED BY 1ST
done a hundred times before — No— the real danger is
All poultrymen expecting to
in the
John Ballard in the first press start a demonstration flock this
what every man who controls other count—wrongful conversion
of work in preparation for bring- November should bring
great properties has to do for of corporate funds. That's
their past
our ing the indicted
heads of the loot- years egg record to the county
their protection and his own. real danger. Mark my words.
That ed railway to trial
worked almost agent before Nov. 1st., so that an
With all the laws the states and is where, when it comes
to trial, literally night and
day. Te had official record can be started. If
Congress are constantly passing they'll attack us.
much to contend with. His own a sotisfactory egg record
you have to find a way to get
is made
"Ordinarily that would be a
cffice force he knew and trusted the coming year the
things done."
flock will be
comparatively trivial matter. At
"There are legal ways," said the worst, were conditions nor- 'mplicitly. But his feeling con- eligible for certification next
Judge Gordon. "Don't blame your mal, there might be an order for erning some of the other agen- November.
The following flocks in the
lawyers if they can't save you he return of certain slims. This cies with which under law he had
now. I'm disposed to tHrow up the time, with public opinion worked to work was very far from being county have recently been certified: A. J. Smith, Clifton Norcase, and so I tell you frankly." up as it is, they will seize that one of perfect confidence.
(To be continued)
man, Mrs, C. A. Duncan, Mrs. 1
"Wait a while before you do •hance. Ycu will be convicted —
Bailie Edwards, Mr. W. G. Dythat", said Jordan, with a grim entenced to prison. And I'm tellPolitical barbecues never make cus.
smile. "We haven't completely ing yo frankly here and now that
a
stump
speaker too full for utexhausted our resources yet."
I doubt very seriously my ability
terance.
Tribune ADS-bring results.
"You can't influence this man to get you free."
Ballard," said Gordon. "He hapLuau things off as long as you
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The worth of an automobile is demonstrated by its winter performance.

Cold weather heaps burdens upon a

motor unthought

of in hot

weather

and depreciation

shows most plainly after two or three months' use in

h building is looking
be finished in a short
rs :Ind W. A. Skiles
Paducah Tuesday on
Johnston is ill at her
Mrs. R. L. Griggs,
and T. M. Andel ;Ion
ton Wednesday.
Marion Dawes were
Tharsday.
worth was in this
Thursday afternoon.
rs. J. H. Long were
Thursday evening.
-one

cold temperature,

HOW ABOUT
YOUR CAR?

primarily to three vitally important factors. First —
inherent
smoothness of the Buick Valve -in-Head
the
six-cylinder engine. Second—rubber engine mountings,
front and rear. And third —the scientific and almost
pesiect balance of the entire Buick crankshaft assembly.

There are many adjustments that should be made before

Let us tune up your motor and put everything
Prevention of dama-

ges is less expense than repairing.

Benton Motor Co.
Chevrolet Dealers
BENTON,

.ing the door
he hospitality
f the South
viLurS newest and
hotel—located in the
of the theatre,shopand business district.
NYT

dit FIFTH

entuck"

KENTUCKY

Use Less Coal!
The reason you use so much coal is because you
actually get only about one-half the heat that is generated.
The other half escapes up the chimney. Save the waste by
using a

MOTELLOUIS VILLE
M.*pal

AM

liameger

WILSON

VW

In-"1111Sh:
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Hot Blast

HEATER

j
I
141

cleaned and prog natural beauty.
garment.
ess and our work

A wonderful new principle called the Hot Blast
DOWN DRAFT not only prevents loss of heat but burns all
the gases that in other stoves escape unburned.
E. C. SIMMONS Wilson Heaters are made for either
coal or wood.

cl Post

MAWS

•

212 BROADWAY

AH, KY.

silida•Adei•

PADUCAH, KY.

it

On

dependent child, and said Society
tion as amended, proceed in due
course to consent to and consummate the adoption of said infant
by an Adoptor and accord to such
Adoptor the parental control of
the infant. This advertisement is
Inserted and published once a
week for four weeks in the Tribune-Democrat, a newspaper published in Marshall County, Kentucky, and the newspaper prescribed by said Section as amended.
KENTUCKY CHILDREN'S
HOME SOCIETY
George L. Sehon, Superintendent.

On Scratches or Skin Abrasions
—an antiseptic should be used to prevent infection,insure quick healing.Therefore,remember to

Use

"
I 0110ZONTE
a)

at Once!

Borozone Liquid, a powerful antiseptic, cleanses cuts
and wounds and kills germs ... Borozone Powder
applied after the liquid,hastenshealing.Keep both handy.
Sold By

Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
BENTON, KY.

FOR SERVICE
CALL

FRED FILBECK
Funeral Director and Embalming

Benton, Kentucky
Both Phones

REEl

OUR
•
• Fall Business Boosting Campaign

Only Buick enjoys these advantages. And only Buick
provides the silken performance—the unvarying smoothness at all speeds—the longer life and greater serviceability of an engine ribrationless beyond belief
Sedans 01195 to'1995v

Coupes q195 to $1850
Sport Models'1195 to'1525

An price.
TkeG.M.

411111

will, in conformity with said SecThis advertisement, under Section 2072 of the Kentucky Statutes
(Carroll's Edition, 1916 and 1922)
as amended by the Act of the
General AssemblY of Kentucky
Chapter 70 of the Acts of 1922,
approved March 23, 1922, is to
comply with the law and set forth
the following: On the 4th day of
September, 1926, by commitment
order of the County Court (Juvenile Session) of Marshall county, Kentucky, an infant named
Mary Holland, of Female sex, and
3 years of age, was committed to
said Society as a neglected and

EE

RUICK'S remarkable freedom from vibration is due

the snow flies.

•..
I •.-;

SHARPE

Only Buick has an engine
Vibrationless beyond belief

Is it ready for the gruelling use it will get this winter

in prime eondition now.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1927

STARTING

''t. Msek, government tax to be added.
ng Own. the most tiestrable, u avaaable.

SATURDAY, October, 22nd

BU IC10/1928
FARMER-PURDOM BUICK CO.

We Will Give Away New Years Day

Murray, Ky.
/HEN BETTER AUTOMORII ES ARE BUILT. BUICK WILL BUILD THIM

A Beautiful, $50.00 Complete

HONORABLE

KITCHEN CABINET

A. 0. STANLEY

Absolutely Free

Will Address the Voters
AT

EACH SATURDAY UNTIL DEC 24TH WE WILL GIVE AWAY
$5.00 IN CASH ABSOLUTELY FREE

BENTON

(Same plan as the contest at Calvert City last year
Prices no higher — Quality the same —
Large and complete selection of everything you and your family need. Tickets
with each 50 cent purchase.

In The Court House

1:30 P. M.

•

F-r-e-e C-o-u-p-o-n
NAME
ADDRESS

Bring this Coupon to our store Saturday and enter this contest.

Friday, Oct. 28th.

TICHENOR BROS.

In. behalf of the Democratic State Ticket.

Gilbertsville, Kentucky.

Everybody Invited

RING YOUR CHICKENS AND EGGS TO US AND SAVE THE DIFFERENCE

41•••••••1106110•9•9•••••••••••111***•••••••••••••••••
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'MORSE CLEARED IN
DAUGHTER'S DEATH

New Goods

4
•

ation by Jury.

Coming in every day and of course
we will offer them at good prices.
2Ih
2/1)
5Ih
lib

LOOKING THE GIFT HORSE IN THE MOUTH

Former Marshall Man Acquitted
After Five Minutes Deliber-

Are

4

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1927

package Prunes for
package Blue Ribbon Peaches
package Blue Ribbon Peaches
package Sun Maid Raisins

$ .35
.45
1.00
.15

Don't forget we get a fresh shipment
of Oleo Margarine in twice a week, better
than butter and only costs you 25 cents.
Lettuce, Celery, Turnip Greens,.Cabbage,
Red Grapes, Apples, Bananas, Lemons
and Oranges—all fine stock this week.

THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT

COMMISSIONER' SALEitHhi:tkcoeryn,north

dh B
85
1ack gOreaeks poeilnt
mter7
84;

A verdict of not guilty was returned by the jury in the case of
Ben Morse, charged with having
fatally poisoned his daughter Mar
garet Morse 17, last May, late yesterday afternoon in McCracken
circuit court, The jury agreed upon the verdict in 5 minutes, having received the case at 5:05
o'clock without argument by the
attorneys for either side, and returning with their verdict at 5:10
o'clock. The taking of testimony
had lasted through part of Thursday afternoon and all day yesterday. When the verdict was return•id Morse shook hands with each
?f the jurors and also with several
spectators who approached him.
Morse took the stand yesterday
afternoon in his own behalf and
awore that he had not administored poison of any kind to his
daughter and that he had never
possesed poison of any kind. He
admitted bring financially involved at the time of her death due
to the death of his wife and illness
in the family, and admitted holding two life insurance policies, amounting to $5,000, on his daughter's life. He assertd that he had
done everything he could for her
during her illness on the night of
death and swore that he had made
every effort to secure a physcian,
but lie had been unable to do so
until it was too late to save his
laughter's life.
Mrs. Hal Thomas, a teacher at
the Washington junior high school
testified that Margaret Morse had
been a pupil in her room last fall
and that she had been ill at one
time in the class room. She said
that the girl had complained of
pains in her stomach and that she
had given her soda water, which
had relieved her.
Aunt Tells of Illness
Mrs. Millie Potts, sister of
testified •
e had
Margaret Morse every day for
four months prior to her death 94% for Grades and 93.5% for
And that she had been subjected
High School; Enrollment
-o sick spells upon four occasions
in her home.
Lower Than Last Year.

poles to the beginning, and being
same land conveyed to Riley
the
IMARSH,ALL CIRCUIT , COURT,
Bennett
and A. J. Bennett, joint.
KENTUCKY
ly. by G. W. Dunn and wife, E. J.
Dunn by deed of date October 10,
Mrs. May M. Farris McKinney
1882,
and of record in deed book
Pl'ff.
No. 13, page 302 in the Marshall
Vs.
County Court Clerk's office and
Riley Bennett and wife, Lillian
the undivided one-half interest of
Bennett, E. M. Bennett and wife,
the said A. J. Bennett, being subFlora Bennett and Vic H. Mobsequently conveyed by him and
Def't.
ley
his wife to this grantor, Riley
IN EQUITY
Bennett,
by deed of date October
By virtue of a Judgement and
19th, 1883, and of record in deed
Order of Sale of the Marshall book No. 14, page 110 in the Mar'Circuit Court, rendered at the shall County Court Clerk's office.
October term therecf, 1927, in the
ALSO, two acres of land„ more
above cause for the sum of Nine or less off of the west side of the
Hundred ($900.00) Dollars with land conveyed to W. W. Wilson
interest at the rate of 6 per cent
J. H. Chandler. the meanderper annum from the 11th day of ngs of a creek, being
the east
April 1926, until paid, and her line and running north to the road
ssosts herein, I shall proceed to and being the same land
conveyoffer for sale at the Court House ed to the grantor, Riley
Bennett
Ccor in Benton, Kentucky, to the by the said W. W. Wilson
arrd
The first six weeks period of
of a Judgment. Bidders will be
highestOirkeer at PUBLIC AUC- wife, Viola Wilson, by
deed of
Hardin graded and high
the
prepared to comply promptly with
TION on Monday, the 7th day of date, February the 12th, 1908,
and •
school
came to a close September
these
November 1927 at 1 o'clock P. M., rf record in deed book
terms'
No. 81,
30th.
attendance for the six
The
or thereabout
(being County page 633 in the Marshall
C. B. COX,
County:
ex;eptionally gcod but
was
weeks
Court day,) upon a credit of six Court Clerk's office, and
Master Commissioner. the tot:- 1 enrollment is lower than
being!
months the following described the same land conveyed to
the
last year.
prcperty to wit:defendant, E. M. Bennett by Ri- LIGHT POWER FRANCHISE
total enrollment for the
i
, The
seventy-four acres, one rod and Icy Bennett and wife, Lillian
SALE
was 107 while that for the
i
grades
wenty seven poles of land off of Bennett, by deed of date April
school
high
department was 66.
he east side of the southwest 10th, 1923 and of record in deed
Pursuant to orders of the Board
attendance
The
based on enrollmarter of section 14, township 5, book No
page
in the of Trustees of the Town of Ben- ment for the grades was 94 per
ange 4, and bounded as follows, fMarshall
rshall County Court Clerk's of- ton, on motion introduced at a
cent. The average attendance for
o-wit:
i special session thereof on Augthe high school based on enrollBeginning at the northeast corOr a sufficiency thereof Lo pro- • ust 25th, 1927, and adopted and ment was 93.5 per cent.
tier of the quarter a stone with lice the sums of money so order- ordained in regular session of
The following
pupils made
Hickory, White Oak and Black s d to be made. For the purchase said board on the 6th day of Sep
gredes
permitting
them to be
Oak pointers, represented by the twice the purchaser with approved tember, 1927, I shall proceed to
placed
on
the
roll.
honor
sell,
to the highest and best bidletter "A", in plat No. 3, thence security or securities must exeFirst Grade — Rosemary Pace,
south 160 poles to a stone; thence cute bond, bearing legal interest der, a franchise for the erection
south 85 degrees, west 73 poles from the day of sale until paid,. operation and maintenance of a Margaret White, Gene Gay, Fay
to a stake with two Post Oaks, a and having the force and effect Light and Power plant in Benton, Walters, Eugene Trimble, Verlene
mentucky, as defined and fret Lyles, Melba Starks, Novilee Henforth in an ordiance passed by son.
the aforesaid board regularly on
Second Grade — Euclid Ross,
the 6th day of September, 1927, Joe Edd Pace, Bennie Walters,
and now of record with the clerk Charles Elkins.
of the Board of Trustees of said
Third Grade — Louise McDontown.
ald, Novella Pace.
(Aver' under my hand thia the
Fourth Grade — Wilma Gard13th day of October, 1927,
ner, Madeline Jones, Moriorie
PETE EGNER,
Mathis, Martha Sue
Chairman, Board of Trustees Trimble, Quinton -I' Starks,! Iva
Walters, Errol Thomas Gay.
Newspaper editors from BreathFifth Grade — Mable Brown,
itt, Lee, Fletcher and Perry coun- David Barker Jr., Ruth Ann Cope,
ties met at Hazard and discussed Earline Starks, Nelva Gay, Coleplans for selling the attractions man Jones, Edward Kellow.
of the Upper Kentucky River
Sixth Grade — Nat Miller Pace
De Laval Cream SepValley to the outside world. While Charline Crass, Lyda Lyles, Gerarators have done more than
roads through the territory will aldine Putman.
any other one thing to change
not be completed for some time,
Ninth Grade — Ruth Booker,
the dairy industry from a "pin
says the Hazard Herald, publici- Jessie Farley.
money" proposition to the largest and
most profitable branch of agriculture. The
ty work started now will whet the
Tenth Grade — Pat Brown,
original centrifugal separator to begin with,
interest of the tourist and move Leon Byers, Marjorie Crass, MaDe Levels have led in every important imhim to later visitation of a region vis Elkins, Charley Lovett.
provement, and today the latest
famous in history and fiction.
kleventh Grade — Mary CarImproved De Laval Separate:
The Hopkinsville Industrial ter Walker
is generally acknowlt* i to be the best
Foundation reports a contract
Twelfth Grade— Blanche Bookcream separator ever made. As- ritz
has been signed with the Gray- er, Clay Copeland, Lillian Chapimprovements and refinementni. mys selfcentering bowl which c s)nates vibration,
Von Allmen Sanitary Milk Co., of man, Louise Hughes, Trixie Mccausing it to run smoot..... and ce.•icr., It
Louisville, for erecticn of a milk Donald, Afton Trimble, Chas.
grivail you a richer, smoother, higher-teitUfg.
condensery which will be ready Pace.
cream, and skims cleaner un-r all conditions. It soon pays for its
for operation by January -. The
Homer Lassiter and the followminimum
requirement of the ing pupils of the Hardin high
Trade Allewasee
plant at the beginning will be school attened the National Dairy
Old cream aeparstan ef say am or ask. aerepvd
ea partial payment on new Ds Levels. Bold on such
4,000 gallons of milk a day. A Show Tuesday, Charley Lovett,
easy terns that it will soon pay fur Resit
st its
demonstrate th• Dow Da Laval for you
glove fattory is to be established Harry Alton,
Clay Copeland,
in Hopkinsville by the Cleaver Lawrence Lamb, Chae. Pace and
Mfg. Co., of Effingham, Ill. It W. K. Jeffrey.
will employ colored women exclusively, requiring about 200
The strongest
Calvert City, Ky.
principle of
operatives when running at full growth lies in human choice —
blast.
George Eliot.
The Flippin Woolfn Mills; formerly the
Scottstrille Woolen
A circle may be, small, yet it
Mills, are now located at Flippin may be as mathematitally beautiin Monroe county, according to ful and perfect as a large one —
• the Tompkinsville News.
Disraeli.

ATTENDANCE GOOD
AT HARDIN SCHOOL

DRAFFEN BROS,

Su and Dy an Improve

-

•
, •,s4,0111
•-

DeLaval

0.4

—A Grover Page Cart ,on in the Louisville Courier-Journal.

Knox county
farmers who
sprayed and otberwise cared for
their trees are averaging two
bushels of apples per tree, while
trees that received no care are
yielding practically nothing.

I CLASSIFIED

rig I

For daily market prices on all
kinds of cattle, hogs, sheep and
veal. Call Fred Titsworth, Sharpe
exchange or address Little Cypress, Ky., R. 1.
tfc
ELECTRIC lighting — two men
at a cost of $150.00 can have all
conveniences of electricity with
Delco light. L. A. McKee!, Murray, Ky.
3-1-28

Methods—everything you need.
Profits increase every month.
Lowest prices! best values; most
complete service.
W. T. Rawleigh Co., Dept. Ky 122 Freeport,
N4P
WANTED for Marshall County:
Are you making $40 to 8150 weekly? Dealers starting near you
without experience seems Whit-mer Medicines and home necessities do. You drive your own car or
team and wagon and do business
on our capital. No lay-offs Permanent business.for farmers, laborers, salesmen and others. Write
today for Whitmer'e "Every-dayThe H. C. Whitplan" for you.
mer Company, Dept. K181J, Co028P.
lumbus. Irftliana.

NOTICE — All persons having
tools belonging to Marshall county in their possession, shovels,
picks, crowbars, plows and slipscrapers, including a block and
WANTED TO BUY vests, hogs, 100 foot line, please turn in to
beef cattle, much cows, anything John A. Henson, county road
028
in the live stock line. Phone superviser, at once \
Sharpe Exchange or write Jamie
FOR SALE — Red Top hay 50
Vaughn, Benton R. 6.
cents, pea hay 50 cents, baled
WANTED! Ambitious, industri- straw, 60 cents, wagon, team,
ous person to introduce and sup- farming implements, and my enply the demand for Rawleigh tire corn crop at gathering time.
Household Products in Marshall Max Petway, Gilbertsville, Ky.,
021p
County, Make sales of $150 to $600 Route 1.
a month or more. Rawleigh MethSAWMILLS for sale at $150.00
els get business everywhere: No each, ties and short lumber, write
aelling expreience required. We for full particulars. W. S. Lowery,
supply products, Sales and Ad- Salem, Star Route, Marion, Ky.
vertising Literature and Service
N18p
FOR SALE or Exchange shocked corn for baled straw, J. J.
Gough or see Henry Phillips at
Scale.
2tc

SAVE-with
SAFETY
avowDRUG STORE
If It's Anything in the Drug Line
his' Call Gus!

—'NUFF SAID
Nelson-FordDrug Co.
za•
5:1221A

